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DAYTON, Ohio--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Sept. 17, 2003--Teradata, a division of NCR Corporation (NYSE:NCR), is now shipping two new servers, the
NCR 4980 Server and the NCR 5380 Server, which are designed to boost the power of the Teradata(R) warehouse.

Responding to customer requests for enhanced data warehouse power and flexibility, the new NCR servers enable customers to create an optimal
balance between improved storage and performance. Customers may order a system that is configured to provide up to a 34 percent performance
improvement, which can be leveraged for faster response times, increased workloads or more users, or up to 40 percent more storage capacity over
the previous generation of servers. This flexible configuration enables customers to create a more powerful data warehouse to meet ever-increasing
business workloads.

"The enhanced NCR servers process significantly more data, more quickly. This leading-edge performance enables customers to use their Teradata
data warehouse to make better, faster business decisions that drive revenue growth," said Vickie Farrell, vice president of Teradata warehouse
marketing. "Based on the customer's needs, the NCR servers support a combination of higher performance or more data storage. In addition, our
servers are delivered configured and ready-to-use so businesses can more quickly get their system into production and achieve a measurable return
on investment."

The new servers have been configured to coexist with several previous generations of NCR servers. This capability enables existing customers to
expand the data warehouse to meet their growing business needs, while protecting the investments in their existing hardware.

The NCR 4980 Server and NCR 5380 Server include Intel Pentium Xeon 3.06 GHz processors and hyper-threading technology. This hyper-threading
design allows a single processor to manage data as if it were two processors by handling data instructions in parallel rather than one at a time,
increasing system performance and throughput.

The servers run on NCR UNIX(R) SVR4 MP-RAS and Microsoft Windows 2000 Advanced Server. They can be configured with 36 GB or 73 GB NCR
enterprise storage options or EMC storage solutions.

About Teradata Division

Teradata, a division of NCR Corporation (NYSE:NCR), is the global leader in enterprise data warehousing and enterprise analytic technologies and
services. For more information, visit www.teradata.com.

About NCR Corporation

NCR Corporation (NYSE:NCR) is a leading global technology company helping businesses build stronger relationships with their customers. NCR's
ATMs, retail systems, Teradata(R) data warehouses and IT services provide Relationship Technology(TM) solutions that maximize the value of
customer interactions. Based in Dayton, Ohio, NCR (www.ncr.com) employs approximately 29,500 people worldwide.
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